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Are we on the 
same page? 
Smart and (cheekily) funny: BOOKMARKS 
peep out from the top of the book to say: 
This is your page, you‘ve reached the right 
one here! They‘ll turn even the driest book 
into a joy to read. The BOOKMARKS are 
coming: 

DUCK - for everyone who just thinks ducks 
are so cute. Guaranteed to keep cheeky 
mouths shut.

WHAWHAA – so pink we can hardly call it a 
dog but don‘t worry, he only wants to play

CAT – It may be black but it‘s good luck for 
every book. Not just for cat lovers.

CDU BKM2
CD095
Counter display incl. 12 x BOOKMARK bookmarks, 
self-service, pre-sorted (each 4 x BKM20/CH, BKM21/
PK, BKM22/BK), cardboard, printed, matt, multico-
loured

156 x 177 x 215 mm, 443 g



Something so 
small can be so 
big.
In terms of format, the multitasking ballpoint 
pen is tiny, and can fit anywhere and 
everywhere. In your shirt pocket, in a small 
notebook, even in your wallet. But despite 
this: nobody will cross it. Because of its 
functions they make CONSTRUCTION 
LILPUT a giant. And it has everything 
necessary to make a real CONSTRUCTION 
piece: a centimetre and inch ruler, slotted/
Phillips screwdriver, stylus, and black lead, 
including 2 replacement refills. 
In matte black, blue, red, silver, titanium, yel-
low. The stylus is always in the base colour.
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CONSTRUCTION LILIPUT
PIP25/...
Multitasking ballpoint pen (small), centimetre and inch ruler, slotted 
and Phillips screwdriver, stylus, black refill, incl. 2 refills, aluminium/
brass/steel, matt

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
82 x 8 x 8 mm, 13 g

Packing Unit: 4

CDU LILIPUT
CD096
Counter display incl. 24 x CONSTRUCTION LILIPUT, self-service, 
pre-sorted (each 4 x PIP25/BK, PIP25/BL, PIP25/RD, PIP25/SI, PIP25/
TI, PIP25/YE), cardboard, printed, matt, multicoloured

230 x 250 x 245 mm,  802g

Small Multitasking Ballpoint Pen

PIP25/SI (s
ilver)

PIP25/BL (b
lue)

PIP25/TI (t
ita

nium co
lour)

PIP25/RD (re
d)

PIP25/BK (b
lack)

PIP25/YE (yello
w)

Slotted Screwdriver

Phillips Screwdriver

Stylus 

Black Ballpoint Pen

incl. 2 refills

size
 compariso

n
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Everything is 
going to plan.
A planning aid and a tool box in one! The 
multitasking CONSTRUCTION pen really has 
something about it — and in it. Various scales, 
a centimetre and inch ruler, slotted/Phillips 
screwdriver, stylus, and spirit level. Nothing 
can go wrong anymore!

Did you know, ...
... that the first touchscreen mobile 
phone, according to PC world was 
the IBM Simon in 1992?

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Touchscreen)

CONSTRUCTION
PIP20/RG
Multitasking ballpoint pen, centimetre/inch ruler, 1:20 
m/1:50 m scale, spirit level, flat-head/Phillips screwdriver, 
stylus, black refill, brass, matt, rose-gold

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
150 x 10 x 10 mm, 36 g

Packing Unit: 4

                   Slotted Screwdriver

                  Phillips Screwdriver

Stylus 

                   Black Ballpoint Pen
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e 
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A bit more.
With its imprinted tyre tread, CONSTRUC-
TION PROFIL+ shows off what it can do. 
Measure the depth of tyre treads - of course. 
In addition, the multitasking ballpoint pen 
features a ruler (cm), a slotted/Phillips 
screwdriver, a spirit level and a stylus. On 
top of this, there‘s a second bit with a hex 
key (1.5mm). With black lead, made of brass, 
printed in black and silver.

PROFIL & HEX
89Z154

Tyre depth gauge and Hexagonal screwdriver 
(1,5 mm), steel, matt, silver

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
30 x 4 x 4 mm, 2 g

CONSTRUCTION PROFIL+
PIP27/BK
Multitasking ballpoint pen, ruler (cm), Phillips/flat-head screwdriver, 
tyre depth gauge, Hexagonal screwdriver (1,5mm), spirit level, stylus, 
black refill, brass, printedblack/silver

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
161 x 10 x 10 mm, 43 g

Packing Unit: 4
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Capacitive Stylus

Ruler

Black
Pen Refill

Slotted and Phillips 
Screwdriver

Hexagonal
Screwdriver 

Tyre Depth Gauge 

 

Spirit Level

Clever profile depth gauge with markings for 
1.6 mm (legal minimum profile depth)
4.0 mm (recommended minimum profile depth)
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Capacitive Stylus

Ruler

Black Pen Refill

Slotted and Phillips 
Screwdriver

Hexagonal 
Screwdriver 

Tyre Depth Gauge

Fancy another one?
This key chain with its micro-multitasking 
ballpoint pen has always been versatile — 
with all its different rulers and screwdrivers. 
Now it‘s got two additional bits on board: 
for measuring tyre tread depth and for hex 
screws. The highlight: they are housed in a 
small cylinder on the keyring. The finish, in 
brushed antique gold or copper, is also new.

MICRO CONSTRUCTION PRO
KYP26/..
Keyring with micro multitasking ballpoint pen, centimetre 
and inch ruler, slotted and Phillips screwdriver held by 
magnet, with tyre depth gauge, Hexagonal screwdriver 
(Allen wrench), stylus, black refill, aluminium/brass/steel, 
brushed, matt

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
117 x 35 x 9 mm, 30 g

Packing Unit: 6

Tyre Depth Gauge

Hexagonal Screwdriver

                   Slotted Screwdriver

Phillips Screwdriver

Stylus

Black Ballpoint Pen

KYP26/AG 
antique gold

KYP26/CO 
copper-coloured

Tyre Depth Gauge
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Black Dolphin
With its rubberised surface, the BLACK 
DOLPHIN avoids unintentional gaffes in 
stressful meetings. And it has a real nose 
for your smartphone and tablet - a practical 
stylus is hiding very elegantly in it. With a 
robust clip and metal application in trendy 
coloured gun metal.

BLACK DOLPHIN
PIP60/BK
Ballpoint pen and stylus for touchscreens, black refill, 
metal/ABS, rubberised, matt, black

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
146 x 19 x 10 mm, 24 g

Packing Unit: 4

The all rounder.
Why do pencil cases have to look like pencil 
cases? ROLL OUT shows that it‘s possible to 
be more creative. This unique pen roll is not 
square. Instead it‘s handy, practical — and 
round. Perfect for artists and freethinkers, 
and anyone who likes to pack away their 
pens and tools in a creative case. Made of 
sturdy black artificial leather, with a velvet li-
ning inside. With loops for five pens. Includes 
pencil with HB lead.

ROLL OUT
PER01/BS
Roll-up pencil case, elastic band fastener, 5 loops for pens, pencil 
(HB), imitation leather/velvet, black/silver

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
55 x 55 x 185 mm, 80 g

Packing Unit: 4
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Responsive.
TEN is the outcome of combining excellent 
design with Far-Eastern politeness. Sophi-
sticated spring mechanisms mean that the 
credit card case is highly responsive when 
the silicone ribbon is untied — cards auto-
matically move upwards out of the protective 
aluminium shell. The minimalist design lan-
guage of the case originates from ten Design 
Stationery, an internationally renowned 
institution. TEN was awarded various design 
awards in 2016 and 2017. In matte dark grey 
or gold for approx. 9 credit cards. With integ-
rated readout protection for RFID chips.

TEN
CCC10/..
Credit card case with fraud prevention (for RFID chips), 
with spring mechanism, clasp: flexible silicone strap, holds 
approx. 9 cards, aluminium/silicone, matt

Design: ten Design Stationery
60 x 100 x 10 mm, 43 g

Packing Unit: 6

With sp
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Instructional video
www.troika.org/video
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NIKOLAUS
KR17-27/CH
Keyring with 3 charms, Santa, reindeer, glove, cast metal/
enamel, chrome plated, shiny, multicoloured

Design: Kathrin Stockebrand
102 x 49 x 4 mm, 35 g

Packing Unit: 6

YOU & ME
KR17-37/CH
Keyring with 3 charms, &-symbol, me-badge, you-badge, cast 
metal/enamel, chrome plated, shiny, silver/black/white

Design: Anne Rieck
102 x 40 x 4 mm, 36 g

Packing Unit: 6
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HAPPY HOPSY
KR17-34/CH
Keyring with 3 charms, unicorn, rainbow, little stars, cast 
metal/enamel, chrome plated, shiny, multicoloured

Design: Kathrin Stockebrand
103 x 41 x 4 mm, 32 g

Packing Unit: 6

ROYAL DUCKS
KR17-31/CH
Keyring with 3 charms, 2 ducks, 1 crown, cast metal, 
shiny, gold/silver

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
50 x 50 x 20 mm, 24 g

Packing Unit: 6

CLOUDIA
KR17-33/CH
Keyring with 3 charms, cloud, rainbow, small stars, 
cast metal/enamel, chrome plated, shiny, multico-
loured

Design: Kathrin Stockebrand
105 x 36 x 4 mm, 29 g

Packing Unit: 6
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ANGELINA 
KR17-32/CH
Keyring, guardian angel, cast metal, chrome plated, shiny, silver

Design: Inga Reimers
43 x 27 x 20 mm, 39 g

Packing Unit: 6

LOTTA
KR17-19/CH
Keyring, guardian angel with heart, badge with „Ich passe immer 
auf Dich auf!“ lettering, cast metal/enamel, chrome plated, shiny, 
multicoloured

Design: Kathrin Stockebrand
120 x 45 x 5 mm, 47 g

Packing Unit: 6

IDA
KR17-20/CH
Keyring with 2 charms, guardian angel, flower, cast metal/enamel, 
chrome plated, shiny, multicoloured

Design: Kathrin Stockebrand
110 x 45 x 5 mm, 49 g

Packing Unit: 6
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FLAMINGO
KR17-35/CH
Keyring with 3 charms, flamingo, pineapple, hibiscus 
flower, cast metal/enamel, chrome plated, shiny, 
multicoloured

Design: Kathrin Stockebrand
127 x 38 x 4 mm, 30 g

Packing Unit: 6

PINEAPPLE
KR17-36/CH
Keyring with 3 charms, pineapple, palm, leaf, 
cast metal/enamel, chrome plated, shiny, multicoloured

Design: Kathrin Stockebrand
123 x 40 x 4 mm, 35 g

Packing Unit: 6
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Get the Party 
started.
Whether rock ‚n‘ roll, blues, rock, folk, metal or pop: 
the electric guitar has been at the heart of popular 
music for half a century. STRAT ON THE RING cap-
tures this fascination. It‘s the key chain for everyone 
who loves music. And guitars. Made of cast metal and 
enamel, subtly coloured in silver and black.

STRAT AM RING
KR17-38/MA
Keyring, guitar, cast metal/enamel, chrome plated, matt, silver/black

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
65 x 22 x 8 mm, 31 g

Packing Unit: 6

Trusty pendant.
It‘s comfortable to hold, and hangs securely from 
your belt loop: HOOK ON BELT LOOP, the key chain 
you‘ll enjoy showing off. Especially because it looks 
so good: simple, high-quality, cast in solid metal. 
Suitable for all situations with its integrated bottle 
opener.

HOOK ON BELT LOOP
KR17-29/MA
Keyring for the belt loop, bottle opener, cast 
metal, chrome plated, matt, silver

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
90 x 38 x 5 mm, 35 g

Packing Unit: 6
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Strong presence.
K-REX makes a real announcement: do not mess with 
me. I‘m guarding my master‘s (or mistress‘s) keys! Unique 
keyring that‘s a show of strength. Pendant and keyring in a 
trendy gunmetal finish.

K-REX
KR17-39/GM
Keyring, T-Rex, cast metal, shiny, gunmetal grey

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
45 x 15 x 33 mm, 30 g

Packing Unit: 6



Instructional video
www.troika.org/video
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No need to worry 
about key technology.
Organise your keyring the way you organise yourself!
No more holes in your pockets, annoying clanging or 
scratches on everything else in your handbag. CLEVER KEY 
can save space by containing up to 6 keys. With 6 practical, 
additional functions: an integrated bottle opener, a cara-
biner hook, a tool for turning wingnuts, a spanner, slotted 
screwdriver, and ruler make this key organiser with belt 
attachment your clever companion.

TROIKA CLEVER KEY
KCL81/..
Key organiser for max. 6 keys, 6 additional functions, bottle opener, 
carabiner, wrench (4 sizes), slotted screwdriver, tool for wing screws, 
centimetre/inch ruler, incl. belt pouch, stainless steel, aluminium, 
matt

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
95 x 23 x 20 mm, 55 g

Packing Unit: 6

STAINLESS STEEL + ALUMINIUM

6 ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS 

FOR MAX. 6 KEYS 

KCL81/BL (silver/b
lue)

KCL81/TI (s
ilver/ti

tanium)

Belt P
ouch

Configure your personal key 
manager

A

B

8 x Spacer Ring (2 x Spare)

2 x Placeholder to take the place of missing keys 

2 x Rubber Ring

2 x Screw

2 x Screw Extensions

1 x Lock Plate

A B
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CDU KCL81
CD099
Counter display incl. 12 x TROIKA CLEVER KEY key organiser, self-ser-
vice, pre-sorted (6 x KCL81/BL, 6 x KCL81/TI), cardboard, printed, matt, 
multicoloured

 253 x 177 x 293 mm, 1142g

Bottle Opener

Slotted Screwdriver

Wrench (4 sizes)

Ruler (5 cm)

Carabiner

Wing Screws

Ruler (1 inch)
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GO CARD
KR17-13/..
Keyring with card case, 2 slots, for driving licenses, ID 
cards, parking cards and other cards, elastic band faste-
ner, imitation leather/velvet

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
115 x 70 x 9 mm, 19 g

Packing Unit: 6

For your 
most-used cards.
There are cards that you simply need more 
than others. Your parking ticket, for example. 
Your transponder card to get into your buil-
ding. Your monthly subway ticket. GO CARD 
is the key chain that keeps your most-used 
cards neatly tucked away. And they‘re safe 
too - thanks to its integrated elastic closure. 
High-quality black or orange artificial leather, 
velvet-lined.

KR17-13/BK (black)

KR17-13/OR (orange)
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SCHLÜSSELLOCH
KYF01/BK
Case for keys and coins, zipper, carabiner, leather, black

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
112 x 75 x 15 mm, 35 g

Packing Unit: 4

One for all.
Whether your keys, change, parking ticket or 
bank card: the SCHLÜSSELLOCH is the small 
multipurpose case that you‘ll like having near 
you. Made of black leather with a key chain, 
zipper and additional small carabiner.
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TROIKA PASS AUF!
PPH01/..
Passport cover with fraud prevention (for RFID chips), 3 interior com-
partments, imitation leather/velvet

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
140 x 110 x 10 mm, 64 g

Packing Unit: 4

Safe on the road.
Tailor-made for your passport etc.: TROIKA 
PASSPORT SAFE, the cover that makes it hard for 
the bad boys. Thanks to its integrated readout 
protection, your bank cards and credit cards with 
RFID chips are also securely stored away. Three 
inside compartments. In artificial leather and vel-
vet, with a world map motif as contrast engraving. 
Black/silver or grey/black.

PPH01/GB (grey/black)

PPH01/BS (Black/silver)
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Mr ELEGANT „KÄFER“
KR17-30/LE
Keyring with a cufflink closure, loop: VW Beetle, 
tread pattern, cufflink: VW Beetle, with ring for keys, 
leather/metal, embossedblack/silver

Design: ding3000
82 x 20 x 24 mm, 19 g

Packing Unit: 6

Flavour enhancer.
In our increasingly standardised world, it does 
not take much to highlight your personal flair. MR. 
ELEGANT is an impressive statement of your idea of 
taste and style: classically reserved, with a touch of 
extravagance and a dash of nostalgia. Now you can 
make your mark twice over: with a perfectly coor-
dinated keyring and cufflinks set in the legendary 
Beetle style.
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Pack everything.
This elegant case for travel documents co-
mes as an envelope and goes exploring with 
you. With space for your tickets, passport, 
boarding passes, and more. And it features 
a pen loop for your favourite ballpoint pen. 
The metal push-button securely closes the 
velvety material. Safe travels!

EXPLORE
TRW50/BS
Case for documents, envelope, world map motif (engraved), 
pen loop, 9 internal compartments, ideal for tickets, passport, 
boarding cards etc., press stud closure, imitation leather/vel-
vet, black/silver

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
253 x 129 x 20 mm, 131 g

Packing Unit: 4
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Organizer case with zipper, 3 interior compartments, 6 
elastic loops, partition (interior), imitation leather/velvet

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
220 x 160 x 50 mm, 224 g

Packing Unit: 4

TRAVEL CASE
CBO11/GY
grey/black

Searching through 
and swearing or 
having everything in 
(over)view?
The super-practical, organiser case gives you 
an escape from questioning the system. Cables, 
adapters and chargers, cosmetic utensils, first 
aid kit: EVERYTHING IN ORDER organises the 
day to day, on the road and at home. Its durable 
hardcover protects simply everything that you 
value. Life really can be this clear and concise!

TRAVEL CASE
CBO11/BK
black

EDC CASE
CBO12/BS
black/silver

ALLES IN ORDNUNG
CBO10/BS
black/silver



Instructional video
www.troika.org/video
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Look at your work in the right light. 
Sometimes sharp and focused, 
sometimes a floodlight and a lar-
ge stage - just as you need it. Just 
are flexible are you are: the LED 
torch LIGHT@WORK has a special 
4x zoom so that you can adjust the 
light beam precisely. Also on board: 
side-mounted working light with ex-
tra bright LED light using COB tech-
nology. More light and less energy 
consumption - for up to 100,000 
hours.

1 x push 100 % light

2 x push 50 % light

3 x push flashing light

4 x push work light

CDU TOR51
CD098

Counter display incl. 8 x LIGHT@WORK torch, 
self-service, pre-sorted (4 x TOR51/BK, 4 x 
TOR51/TI), cardboard, printed, matt, multico-
loured

185 x 175 x 300 mm, 889 g

LIGHT@WORK
TOR51/..
Torch, white LED light, 4 light functions: 2 light 
strengths, flashing light, work light, 4-fold zoom, 
incl. 2 AAA Panasonic batteries, aluminium/steel, 
anodised, matt

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
146 x 18 x 18 mm, 62 g

Packing Unit: 4
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LED-TASCHENLAMPE
LED TORCH

ECO BEAM

SPRITZWASSER-
GESCHÜTZT
WEATHER RESISTANT

MIT NOT-BLINKLICHT
WITH EMERGENCY FLASHING LIGHT

2 LICHTSTÄRKEN
2 LIGHT STRENGTHS  

MAGNETISCH
MAGNETIC

6X ZOOM
POWER LED 3 WATT

AUFLADBAR ÜBER USB
RECHARGEABLE VIA USB

POWER LED 3 WATT

600 mAh

          W
EISSES LICHT   WHITE LIGHT

1 x push
100 % light

2 x push
50 % light

NEU

3 x push
flashing light

Instructional video
www.troika.org/video
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A subtle understatement can often 
let you reach your goal quicker. 
Especially if you‘ve got this LED 
torch in your team. ECO BEAM is 
small in your bag, but has a unique 
6x zoom for adjusting the light 
beam. The dwarf light is also a giant 
in terms of sustainability: the inbuilt 
battery can be recharged endlessly 
via USB charging cable.

Zoom, zoom, 
zoom, little light 
zoom ...

ECO BEAM
TOR52/..
Torch, LED (white light), 3 light functions: 2 light 
strengths, flashing light, magnetic function, 
rechargeable, battery 600 mAh, charging cable 
included, aluminium/steel, anodised, matt

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
75 x 26 x 26 mm, 60 g

Packing Unit: 4
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Ladekabel inklusive
charging cable included

MAGNETISCHMAGNETIC

TO
R52/G

R (s
ch
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/b
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k)

CDU TOR52
CD097

Counter display incl. 8 x ECO BEAM torch, self-service, pre-sorted (4 
x TOR52/BK, 4 x TOR52/GR), cardboard, printed, matt, multicoloured

175 x 180 x 140 mm, 844 g
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2IN1 3.6ft  
1,1m

Dual
Charge

24  
AWG

COUPLE
CABLE

COUPLE CABLE
CBL20/...
Charging cable for simultaneous charging of two devices via 
USB, 1,10 m length, 24 AWG, USB cable, 2 x lightning cable, for 
iPhone, iPad, iPod, ABS plastic, rubber, TPE

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
130 x 60 x 15 mm, 33 g

Packing Unit: 6

If one USB port is precisely one too few, then COUPLE CABLE 
comes into play. Whether in the car or at your PC: the clever 
2-in-1 solution takes the tension out of any charging situation. 
COUPLE CABLE can connect two Apple devices to one USB 
port. No matter if it‘s an iPhone, an iPad or an iPod. Two lightning 
connectors, one USB. 1.10 m long, with an extra-large cable 
cross section for good charging properties.

Li
g

ht
ni

ng
 fo

r i
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ts

CBL20/BL (black/blue)

CBL20/WH (white / gray)

ch
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COUCH CABLE
CBL15/...
USB extension cable, 1,50 m length, 24 AWG, A-male to A-female, 
rubber, TPE,  ABS plastic

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
130 x 70 x 15 mm, 28 g

Packing Unit: 6

When does your battery indicator turn red? Whenever you‘re 
most comfortable. On the sofa, in bed, at Sunday brunch. And 
where‘s the nearest plug socket? Miles away! COUCH CABLE 
lets smartphones or tablets get connected again. COUCH CABLE 
extends your power cable by a critical 1.5 metres. Plug and 
play — crisis averted. High-quality USB extension cable with an 
extra large cable cross-section for good charging properties. In 
black/blue or white/grey.

XXL COUCH
CABLE

4,9ft  
1,5mUSB24  

AWG

U
SB

 e
xt

en
si

on

CBL15/BL (black/blue)

CBL15/WH (white / gray)

USB & lig
htning ca

ble 

not in
clu

ded

charging adapter not included COUCH CABLE - Cable Extension
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Instructional video
www.troika.org/video32

JOJO FÜR MANAGER by TROIKA
JOJ02/CH
Yo-yo for managers, 18/0 stainless steel/plastic, polished, 
shiny, silver

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
58 x 58 x 35 mm, 56 g

Packing Unit: 6

Just come back 
to Earth.
Tightly packed routines? Meetings, appoint-
ments, deadlines? Then it‘s time to slow 
things down. Have a break — have a YOYO! 
Up and down, up and down: the movement 
turns into some relaxing short-term medita-
tion. Breathe deeply, catch your breath, have 
a rest. And recharge your batteries so you 
can head off towards success at full speed. 
Recommended by leading managers.

Unresponsive 
yo-yo
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DIGGER
GAM40/YE
Paper clip holder, excavator, adjustable shovel, paper weight, pen 
holder incl. 1 pencil, sharpener, sticky note dispenser incl. 80 sheets 
of sticky notes (yellow), magnet for paper clips, incl. 5 paper clips 
(black), cast metal, shiny, yellow/black

Design: Indigo Design Group
140 x 64 x 63 mm, 305 g

Packing Unit: 4

Assertiveness.

DIGGER reaches its target with power and 
ideas. A sophisticated all-rounder in a trendy 
yellow hue. Design: Indigo Design Group.  
The DIGGER excavator can solve all your 
problems! As a pencil holder, a sharpener, a 
paperclip holder, a post-it note holder and 
pencil, it simply clears problems out of your 
way! Of its own accord - and thanks to its 
friction motor.

Unresponsive 
yo-yo
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RAY!
NTC90/BK
Nutcracker with special nut-cracking mechanism, engraving: crack 
me if you can, incl. 2 replacement balloons (red, black), aluminium, , 
matt, black/silver

Design: Ralf Webermann
68 x 68 x 63 mm, 225 g

Packing Unit: 4

SESAME
BAN71/BK
Savings box with ingenious opening device, rounded edges, engra-
ving: safe, aluminium, anodised, matt, black/silver

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
80 x 80 x 80 mm, 383 g

Packing Unit: 4

BANK.SECRET
This piggy bank uses centrifugal force to make sure 
that your savings don‘t disappear into thin air. Its 
closure is based on a centrifugal clutch. You can only 
open it if you know the trick — and then it‘s seemingly 
effortless. 

Crack me if you can
A design nutcracker that has what it takes... RAY! With 
RAY! Ralf Webermann cracked open third place at the 
first TROIKA JUNIOR AWARDs! The first high-speed 
nutcracker combines a completely new idea with 
unusual materials and lots of fun. RAY! guarantees 
tension until it explodes. And the hard shell cracks 
cleanly.



SCHWITZABLEITER® XL
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For attaching to the fitness machine,
just put the towel hood over the 
backrest

Towel cap also serves as a bag for 
sportswear

Info:

• Hood, for fastening, 
e.g. fitness equipment, 
car seats, transport of 
sports equipment

• fast drying
• super absorbent

standard sports towel

Packing

SCHWITZABLEITER FITNESS XL
TWL04/GY
Fitness towel with a sewn fold, to attach to the backrest 
of the fitness device, extra long (1.40 m), super absor-
bent, quick drying, microfibre, grey

Design: TROIKA Design Werkstatt
140 x 40 x 5 mm, 160 g

Packing Unit: 6

Studio-Line.
A new generation joins the family: the micro-
fibre SCHWITZABLEITER FITNESS XL hand 
towel makes your machine-based training 
even more enjoyable. Simply pull the se-
wn-up hood over the backrest, and train on 
with a cool head when other people are get-
ting irritated by their towel slipping all over. 
This extra-long, super-absorbent hand towel 
is also perfect for the car — sweat on the seat 
cushions is now a thing of the past.

Now 40cm longer. In addition to backrests, seats 
can now be covered. 
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